


The Zealous Division is the bike that was waiting to 
happen! Succesfully blending the benefits of 29er 
wheel momentum and roll-over capability, with 
agility and handling normally only found on bikes with 
smaller wheel sizes.

This gives the best of both worlds - mile munching 
speed with the poise and agility to tame the most 
technical and twisting of trails.

How did we do this? Well, we have taken the 
opportunity offered by technological development in 
29er specific products, such as forks, rims, tyres, etc - 
which have all become more ‘All Mountain’ in recent 
times. But the real difference is in our Patent Pending 
‘Eclipse’ seat tube construction, which allows us to 
drastically shorten the chainstays and dial out the 
normally ponderous handling that was, and still is, the 
usual signature of many 29er frames. Developments 
in 1x10 and 11 drivetrains have further enabled 
us to achieve our geometry goals and handling 
characteristics - by throwing away the front mech, 
we have negated any of the front mech and rear 
tyre interference issues which previously restricted 
chainstay shortening.

Add into this a roomy cockpit designed for a short 
stem, to give high speed stability, with razor sharp 
handling. This gives a true all-mountain hardtail which 
can take any trail in it’s stride.

The Division isn’t a XC whippet, but a genuinely fun 
trail bred and race proven bike - your go-to solution 
for all occasions.

CNC BB and Chainstay Yoke: 
Machined from alloy to provide a 
stiff platform for pedalling without 
compromising tyre clearance. BB92 
Press-Fit standard provides an 
enormous weld area for strength 
and stiffness, and ISCG05 mounts 
provide extra drivetrain security.

Head Tube: 44mm headtube 
standard gives the option to run 
any fork steerer out there, along 
with Angleset compatibility. Low 
stack height means that you can 
stick with your favourite riser bars 
and not need to use a flipped stem 
to get the right body position. This 
bike is about positivity and control - 
not compromise.

68 degree head angle when fitted 
with a 120mm travel fork, coupled 
with a long top tube allows the use 
of a short, 40-50mm stem - which 
gives stability coupled with pin 
sharp confident handling on the 
steep, twisty and gnarly. 

‘Eclipse’ Seat Tube: The 
Patent Pending heart of 
this unique frame. Eclipse 
allows us to move the rear 
wheel forward, shortening 
the seatstays, but keep a 
‘normal’ seat tube angle - 
balanced fit geometry with 
better handling. Eclipse 
also provides infinite mud 
clearance - there is simply 
no where for mud to clog!

Swopout Dropouts: DMR licensed 
Swopout Dropout system makes the 
Division highly adaptable and future-
proof. 135mm QR as standard, but 
easilly upgraded to 142x12 Bolt Thru, or 
horizontal for singlespeeding. The caliper 
mounting tabs themselves are placed 
inside the rear triangle to provide a more 
positive braking force, with super-clean 
looks.



Colours available:
- Black with Red
- Baby Blue with Red
- Navy Blue with Royal Blue



Eclipse is our Patent Pending split seat tube 
technology. This is the heart of the Division frame 
and enables us to use super short chainstays 
without disturbing your on-bike body position.

PAL technology is secret. We’ll let you choose 
what it means to you - Purple Almond Lover, Pigs 
Are Lush, Partially Aggressive Look, Pick Any Line 
- whatever. Your choice.

We teamed up with the guys from DMR to licence 
their Swopout Dropout system. This means that 
you have the ultimate in set-up choice, from 
142x12 bolt through to horizontal single speed.

31.6mm dropper post compatible, includes TT & DT hose routing and • 
Reverb Stealth capability.
Clearance for up to 29 x 2.4 tyres (tested with Maxxis Ardent 2.4) though • 
we recommend 2.3 to be it’s ‘sweet spot’.
IS slotted rear discmounts, mounted on the chainstay for maximum • 
braking response and clean looks.
Single ring specific design.• 
Full cable outer set-up for low maintenance - wet climate safe!• 
UK Designed & Engineered.• 
Hand made from 7005 series aluminium alloy.• 
2 year materials & workmanship warranty along with a crash replacement • 
scheme.
RRP £499.99 (includes seatclamp, hose/cable guide kit and 135mm QR • 
DMR Swopout dropouts).

Additional Info:

Fork Length A2C 528mm 20.79¨ 528mm 20.79¨ 528mm 20.79¨ 528mm 20.79¨
Fork Travel 120mm 4.72¨ 120mm 4.72¨ 120mm 4.72¨ 120mm 4.72¨
Headset Bottom Race Stack 12mm 0.47¨ 12mm 0.47¨ 12mm 0.47¨ 12mm 0.47¨
Reach 397mm 15.63¨ 414mm 16.30¨ 437mm 17.20¨ 452mm 17.80¨
Stack 621mm 24.45¨ 630mm 24.80¨ 639mm 25.16¨ 639mm 25.16¨
Top Tube Length (effective) 586mm 23.07¨ 607mm 23.90¨ 632mm 24.88¨ 647mm 25.47¨
Top Tube Length (actual) 564mm 22.20¨ 582mm 22.91¨ 604mm 23.78¨ 620mm 24.41¨
Seat Tube Length 419mm 16.50¨ 445mm 17.52¨ 483mm 19.02¨ 521mm 20.51¨
Seat Tube ID 31.6mm 1.24¨ 31.6mm 1.24¨ 31.6mm 1.24¨ 31.6mm 1.24¨
Head Tube Height 90mm 3.54¨ 100mm 3.94¨ 110mm 4.33¨ 110mm 4.33¨
Head Tube ID 43.95mm 1.73¨ 43.95mm 1.73¨ 43.95mm 1.73¨ 43.95mm 1.73¨
Chainstay Length (hori) 415mm 16.34¨ 415mm 16.34¨ 415mm 16.34¨ 415mm 16.34¨
Chainstay Length (actual) 419mm 16.50¨ 419mm 16.50¨ 419mm 16.50¨ 419mm 16.50¨
Bottom Bracket Drop 55mm 2.17¨ 55mm 2.17¨ 55mm 2.17¨ 55mm 2.17¨
Bottom Bracket Height 313mm 12.32¨ 313mm 12.32¨ 313mm 12.32¨ 313mm 12.32¨
Wheelbase 1083mm 42.64¨ 1111mm 43.74¨ 1137mm 44.76¨ 1152mm 45.35¨
Standover Height 686mm 27.01¨ 704mm 27.72¨ 742mm 29.21¨ 775mm 30.51¨
Seat Tube Angle 73° 73° 73° 73° 73° 73° 73° 73°
Head Tube Angle 68° 68° 68° 68° 68° 68° 68° 68°
Frame Tyre Clearance 71mm 2.80¨ 71mm 2.80¨ 71mm 2.80¨ 71mm 2.80¨
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